
Transcriptional Activator
Small molecule biosensors in yeast based on transcriptional 
activator  from bacteria

Biotech and Pharma

Value Proposition/USP
Biosensors ease cell factory development by increasing R&D throughput, whether screening evolved genetic diversity or libraries of 
rationally engineered strains. The transcriptional activator as biosensor opens up for a large group of chemicals  for which there are 
no repressor ligands.

Business Opportunity/Objective/Commercial Perspectives
The technology is attractive for companies working with yeast fermentation, in need of efficient screening tools to identify high producing 
cells and/or cells with improved bioprocesses.

Technology Description/Technology Summary
The present invention is based on the discovery of an an essential feature that allows the transplantation of transcriptional activators
from prokaryotes as biosensors in yeast. The essential feature is a defined positioning of the operator in a eukaryote promoter,
which in turn allows activation of a reporter gene in a manner dependent on the concentration of specific ligands independently
binding to the transcriptional activators. In the invention the simple replacement of operator allows for the reporter gene to be
expressed under the control of a specific transcriptional activator when the cognate ligand is present in the growth medium ligand.
Though bacteria have hundreds of annotated allosterically regulated transcriptional activators, we tested four allosterically regulated
transcriptional activators and their cognate ligands of relevance for biobased production in yeast.

Development Phase/Current State
The current development stage is a proof-of-concept, in which the essential feature of the biosensor design has proved successful for yeast 
to individually sense the accumulation of malonic acid, L-arginine, naringenin, and cis-cis-muconic acid (herein termed ligands) using codon-
optimized allosteric transcriptional activators MdcR, ArgP, FdeR and BenM, respectively. The biosensors correlate extracellular and 
intracellular accumulation of the ligands with the expression of a reporter gene. 
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“The increased use of biosensors vastly 
increases R&D throughput, whether 
screening evolved genetic diversity or 
libraries of rationally engineered strains.” 
Business Wire, 2016 
(http://www.businesswire.com/news/ho
me/20161019005780/en/Ginkgo-
Bioworks-Prospect-Bio-Collaborate-Tools-
Accelerate)
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